GeniTec Power Product
Introduction

Get ready for the Next Generation in
Mobile Healthcare Power delivery
Bytec Healthcare specializes in the design and development of DC Power
Systems. Our award-winning proprietary management and control system has been
developed and tested over several years and is specifically focused on the
healthcare market. Our approach is to design and build the next generation of mobile
power systems that not only integrate with our own carts but can lead the way in
introducing a generic standard across the global market.
"Bytec Healthcare is dedicated to developing mobile hardware platforms and battery
power systems to facilitate the integration of technology, improving workflows and
improving patient outcomes."

GeniTec Power
Technology is best when it doesn't get in
the way

Introducing a new level in performance and
safety.
The Award-winning GeniTec Power System is designed not only to integrate
with Bytec’s range of Carts but can also serve as a cross-platform standalone power system throughout the healthcare environment. The system can be
used to supplement existing backup systems, provide uninterrupted power
supply, or to mobilize otherwise static equipment.

A uniquely beautiful and practical design.
The system can be used to supplement existing module power, provide
uninterrupted power supply, or to mobilise otherwise static equipment. The
sturdy carrying handle makes the GeniTec a conveniently portable mobile
power system.

GeniTec EcoSystem
The GeniTec DC power solution has been developed in a uniquely modular
way. Each component is self-contained and packed for simple integration
across multiple platforms, forming an ecosystem that can be built around a
standard charging platform across whole facilities.
Sub-assembly integration, retro-fix solutions and mounting options are all
available to simplify adoption and use by device manufacturers and
integrators.
With over 5 years of development experience and extensive testing, we have
produced a robust, and safety-centric firmware and hardware platforms. We
have included multiple safety gateways and redundancy, achieving UL1642, UL
2054, IEC 62133 certification, with integration into EN/IEC/ES 60601
compliance products, some of which have US FDA Class II approval.
Every detail has been considered allowing for complex use models to be
implemented for a range of different applications.

GeniTec Technology

GeniTec System Architecture
Every Power Module and every Dock Device contains forms part of a
sophisticated telemetry system that provides data logging and integration into
new cloud technology and IoT infrastructures.
At a local level, production logs are maintained both in the Power Module and
Dock device. They provide timely alerts and maintenance warnings through ondevice indicators and audible alerts, allowing the system to respond to
situations without any connectivity.
Connected by USB to a PC platform, information is collected on to PC storage,
and can be synchronised with a cloud-based platform. The GeniView app, with
an always-on-top widget, provides a convenience screen based user
experience.
Cloud based asset and monitoring platforms provide IT departments with a
centralised view point of the deployed estate for preventative and pro-active
maintenance and fault resolution. Users can also get connected with a
notification alert system to further enhance the experience if required.

The GeniTec system incorporates a real-time clock, to allow it to record time
and incident-driven event logs. Every time a battery is added or taken away,
every time the system is charging or delivering power, events logs are being
generated and at each event, a snapshot of the system's vital signs are
recorded.

Future Proofing
We have implemented a Smart Power Module that knows it's own chemistry,
operating and charging parameters, firmware and OEM configuration. It is able
to inform the Dock Device of its history which they can be configured with new
settings to meet the new requirements.
This allows us to introduce future battery technologies that can work in unison
with older technology on the same platform, this helps future proof our
technology to become forward and backwards compatible.
This also removes the need for manual upgrade and consistent maintenance
which requires engineer visits adding to the overall expense of the hospital.

Safety and Service Life
As with any source of power, especially those with high capacity, safety plays
an important role in the risk management and assessment of our designs. With
one of the highest capacity Power Modules on the market, allowing for
extended use times between charge, our 1000+ cycles guarantee allows for
significant workflow and lifetime costs advantages.

We employ multi-level safety monitoring and single fault condition testing to
ensure that safety is never compromised. We are proud to report a zero
incident record, with service lives in excess of our guarantee. However, in all
cases, the correct maintenance, handling and care of the Power Modules is of
utmost importance.

A charged Power Module is a happy
Power Module.
Battery Technology
Our engineers have developed technology that achieves the best results in
power delivery. This bold leap in battery technology provides a
tremendous increase in efficiency and safety.

GeniTec Chargers
Introducing a new level in performance and
safety
The Award-winning GeniTecTM Power System is designed not only to integrate
with Bytec’s range of Medical Carts but can also be a stand-alone power
system throughout the healthcare environment. The system can be used to
supplement existing module power, provide uninterrupted power supply, or to
mobilize otherwise static equipment.

Power Module Charging
The Power Modules can be charged on either a single, dual or quad bay
chargers. Each Power Modules will take 160 minutes to fully charge but can
reach 80% capacity in just 125 minutes.
Charging times are unaffected by the number of Power Modules fitted to a
charge, or their relative state of charge. For on device charging, which is also
possible with an external power adapter, the charge times may vary depending
on the equipment being used.

Battery Awareness
Learn more about power delivery and battery maintenance and safety. It is
important to look after your equipment, gain useful information on how to
maintain a healthy battery. With these simple steps can ensure a long-lasting
battery.

GeniTec Development Kit
The possibilities are endless.
The GeniTec platform is available to all, we have brought the best power
solution to the Healthcare market, and now we are working with Medical device
companies, OEM partners and integrators through our development kits.
We understand the criteria needed in a healthcare environment and how our
platform can be exploited across multiple applications.
With the GeniTec development kit, you are about to use our technology and
apply it, we provide access to our GeniView Engineer for details analysis. With
our open API, you can develop or integrate communications within your own
software for total control.

Easy Cleaning
The GeniTec battery module is the first fully submersible power module of its
kind. It allows the user to easily clean the equipment, like all of our products
infection control is one of our primary design objectives. The Power
Module has been tested to IP65 (NEMA6).
As much as we can certify a fully submersible battery we do not encourage you
to give your Power Module a bath as any damage caused to the Power Module
would compromise the seals, so regular inspection is required. Rinse under
running water for a quick and easy clean. We have designed the Power
Module without live power terminals when disconnected from the dock.

